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June 13,2005
Nils J. Diaz, Ph.D.
Chairman, Nuclear Regulatory Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
RE: Request for Clarification of NRC Ground Water Restoration Criteria In-Situ Uranium Mining
Dear Dr. Diaz:
The Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) are currently working on a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for
regulation of in-situ uranium mining (NRC Reguilatqry Issue Summary 2004-02, Deferral of Active
Regulation of Groundwater Protection at In-Situ Leach Uranium Extraction''Faiiti-s) One issue'
that 'is apparently of concem",in the development of this MOU is whethei DEQ's grouind 'vwate'r
restoration irequirements in statute and rule a're comparable to the: NRC restoratioin guidance.-,
Therefore,: DEQ 'is requesting' clarification of the Nuclear Regulatory Commissionis r(RC's)
interpretation of the 'ground water restoration language in NUREG 1569 (Standard Review' Plan for
In-Situ Leach Uranium Extraction License Applications). The requested clarification is for both
what the restoration criteria are and where they are applicable. Table I, see attachment, includes
excerpts of the restoration language from the DEQ statutes and rules and from NUREG 1569.
Restoration Criteria
DEQ has had statutory ground water restoration requirements in place since 1979 (W.S. § 35-1 1103(f)(i)&(iii)), and rules related to those statutes were promulgated in 1980 DEQ Land Quality
Division (LQD) Non-Coal Rules, Chapter 11, Section 3(d). Those rules, which were hardly changed
until recently, set the primary restoration goal as "baseline", (determined by the pre-mining ground
water sampling results) and the secondary restoration requirement as "class of use", (determined by
DEQ Water Quality Division). In 2003, NRC completed development of NUREG 1569 which
included a similar approach to ground water restoration.
In 2004, during discussions between DEQ and;NRC on development of the MOU, DEQ reminded
NRC personnel that extensive revisions toithe DEQ rules were in progress and'those revisions were
promulgated in -2005. The revisions in'cluded changes to DEQ's restoration requirements (DEQLQD
Non-Coal Rues, Chapter i1i' Section 5(a) (ii) baiid in part on' cor'ments
e
fron' 'ind'siry tiat bEQ did
not have statntory authority it in'clude'iarestoration goal 'of baseline (ietter'of:July-30, 2003' from M.
Loomis, Wyoming Mining Association to members ofthe LQD AdvisoeryBoard).
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Whether or not DEQ's revised rule language is as stringent as the language in NRC's NUREG 1569
has been described as a potential "roadblock" to the MOU development, again based in part on
comments from industry to NRC (letter of November 2, 2004 from K. Sweeney, National Mining
Association, to G. Janosko (NRC). However, these comments raise another issue about restoration
requirements, i.e., where they are applicable, that also needs to be resolved.
Sphere the Restoration Criteria are Applicable
In general, the overall ground water quality at Wyoming in-situ mines is good, with concentrations
of Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) on the order of 1,000 milligrams/liter or less. In fact, with the
exception-of elevated radium concentrations -in the ore zones,-it is not readily apparent from general
water quality data that a particular well is completed in an ore zone.
Because of the low TDS concentrations, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requires
exemption of that portion of an aquifer in which mining will occur. EPA does not require restoration
inside the exempted area unless necessary to protect ground water adjacent to the exempted area or
the site is on Indian Lands. However, the Wyoming restoration requirements apply to all ground
waters affected by mining. When Wyoming was granted primacy by EPA for the Underground
Injection Program in 1983, DEQ chose to retain its existing ground water classification system rather
than adopt the EPA exemption process. In addition, DEQ is required by rule to protect ground water
for "all uses for which it is suitable", and the various statutory and restoration provisions applied
whether the ground water was inside or outside any area exempted by the EPA.
Request for Clarification
As DEQ and NRC continue work on the MOU for regulation of in-situ uranium mining, it would be
helpful to clarify whether DEQ and NRC restoration approaches are comparable. It is our
understanding the NRC has recently received additional comments from industry, and we are
concerned that discussions are taking place without benefit of clear understanding pf technical and
regulatory restoration issues in Wyoming. -The in-situ uranium mine operators in Wyoming have
only applied to DEQ for a determination of restoration success at four commercial well fields, and
DEQ has considered restoration complete at two of those (although continued monitored natural
attenuation was required at one well field). Restoration has generally taken longer than originally
anticipated, however, all the water quality parameters have been returned to concentrations at or
below baseline or class of use concentrations both inside and. outside the production zone.
Depending on well-specific conditions, concentrations of a few parameters have been more difficult
to reduce (e.g., radium or arsenic concentrations in a specific well). Industry has continued to
explore new technologies to improve the restoration process.
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If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact me at 307-777-7192 or
email me at jcorraestate.wy.us.
Sincerely,

V. Corra
Director
Attachment - Table I

cc:

Sandy Stavnes, EPA Region 8
Robert Nelson, NRC
Mike Barrash
Rick Chancellor
Roberta Hoy
John Wagner
Kevin Frederick

